What is this?

A: 「What is this?」
B: It is a ball.
A: Oh, I see. It is a ball.

Role Play!
Write “a” or “an” or “X”. Then, do the role play.

1. (         ) apple
2. (         ) book

3. (         ) Puma
4. (         ) egg

5. (         ) watermelon
6. (         ) Nike

7. (         ) pizza
8. (         ) Australia

A, AN, and “X”

a ball
an orange
Japan
What's this?

A: What's this?
B: It's an egg!
A: No. It's not an egg. Try again.
B: It's a soccer ball.
A: Yes. That's right!

Activity!
Quiz your partner.

1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________
4. _________________________
5. _________________________
6. _________________________
7. _________________________
8. _________________________
9. _________________________

umbrella book flower Nike car orange cup racket apple

Writing!

Example: It's a soccer ball. 5. _________________________
1. _________________________ 6. _________________________
2. _________________________ 7. _________________________
3. _________________________ 8. _________________________
4. _________________________ 9. _________________________
What’s this? It’s your...
Self-Introduction Presentation!

STEP 1

Question 1: What is your name?
(For example: My name is ~.)

Question 2: Where are you from?
(For example: I am from ~. I am in the ~ grade.)

Question 3: What do you like?
(For example: I like ~. / My favorite subject is ~ class. / I am in the ~ club. I like ~.)

Question 4: What sports/music instruments do you play?
(For example: I play ~. / I do not play ~.)

Question 5: How many family members do you have? What do you want?
(For example: I have ~ family members. / I want ~ for New Year’s.)
STEP 2

Write your sentences here.

My Self-Introduction

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Thank you!

Then, prepare your poster with some pictures.
Memorize your sentences!

STEP 3

Finally, do your presentation! Good luck!!

A = 5 ~ 7 sentences & memorized  B = 3 ~ 4 sentences & partially memorized  C = 0 ~ 2 sentences & not memorized